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A river’s-eye view of the south’s surprising wAter crisis

The

 Water 
Wars

“That’s it,” Gary Gaines says, one hand wrapped around a cold Southpaw, the other 
pointing across the clear, riffled Chattahoochee River to a concrete pump station 
the size of a couple stacked port-a-potties. “The start of the Water Wars.”

It’s the first of 30 days that my brother Michael and I will spend paddling the 
Chattahoochee from its source in north Georgia to the Gulf of Mexico. Earlier, 
Gaines had advised us to avoid the river’s uppermost reaches. The owners of a 
fly-fishing shop were liable to have us arrested if we tried to float through their 
private section of river, and below that lives a man who takes pride in pointing his 
shotgun at canoeists paddling on his river. That’s right, his river. An 1863 Georgia 
state law assigns ownership of non-navigable waterways to property holders, so 
that stretch of the Chattahoochee legally belongs to him. It was a fitting beginning 
to our journey, the purpose of which was to explore the question of who owns 
water by paddling down the gut of one of the nation’s most complex and disputed 
waterways. 

Gaines lives in a log cabin at a bend in the river near Clarkesville, Georgia. 
I spent three rainy days there during my first source-to-sea trip on the 
Chattahoochee, in 2009. In early September of that year, historic rains raised 
the river to hundred-year flood levels. I’d watched the clear mountain stream rise 
seven reddish-brown feet in 10 hours, like some gothic Southern novel scene 
coming to life through the rain-streaked windows of Gaines’s empty cabin. I 
passed the time studying the curled-edge William Nealy cartoon maps of the 
upper Chattahoochee’s four sections and old black-and-white photos of Gaines 
and his river rat buddies. And I got to know Gaines. He’s the one who told me 
about the Water Wars. 

Now I’m back at the cabin in spring of 2013. Our first day on the river has 
humbled Michael and me. We put on the river below the threats of arrest and 
buckshot, only to flip in Smith Island Rapid. We lost a tripod and a camera on the 
first day of a month-long documentary film trip. 

After the long day, Gary waits for us at his cabin. We drag our wet gear and 
bodies up the bank as he smiles the smile of a man who’s swam a few rapids. 
“Invigorating, isn’t it?” he says, handing each of us a Southpaw.
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Michael at the John J. McDonough steam-electric generating plant in Atlanta. Nine dams 
and multiple power plants straddle the Chattahoochee. Photo bt David Hanson.
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Michael and I were raised in Atlanta, on 
Chattahoochee River water. It tasted fine. We 
used it to water the lawn, run the dishwasher, 
wash clothes. Once a year or so we’d spend an 
afternoon picnicking along the riverbank. Mainly we 
ignored the river. Most of Atlanta does, unless the 
Hooch, as we call it, is contaminated with E. coli 
after heavy rains have overwhelmed the sewage 
system, or is drying up during drought.

But the Hooch has been at the heart 
of a decades-old legal battle that is slowly 
gaining national attention. The Apalachicola, 
Chattahoochee and Flint (ACF) rivers flow through 
three states, each of which has a growing thirst 
for freshwater. Georgia, Florida and Alabama need 
water for the reasons we all do: industry, power, 
development, growing populations, agriculture, a 
healthy ecosystem, and recreation. 

The controversy over water didn’t spark my 
2009 source-to-sea paddle. I was just curious 
and looking for an adventure deep into Southern 
culture, so I borrowed a canoe and asked my 
dad to drop me off at Gaines’s cabin. It rained for 
three days, and I rode the historic flood wave 542 
miles to Apalachicola Bay. I lived in the strange 
seam between wild river and manicured suburbs, 
listening to the disorienting overlay of moving 
water, muffled traffic, and coyotes howling at the 
moon. I was invited to sleep in strangers’ backyard 
trailers, slurp Jell-O shots at lakeside barbecues, 
find the lord in evangelical churches, pull catfish 
off bush hooks, hunt wild hog at midnight, and rake 
oysters at dawn. 

Michael is three years younger, to the day. 
People say we’re twin-ish. We played shortstop 
and second base together in college, and now 
we share a house in Seattle. Both of us are 
storytellers, too—he a photographer and I a writer. 
In 2010, we landed a small book deal to document 
America’s urban farm movement. We bought a 
short school bus powered by veggie grease, and 

drove cross-country for two months. 
I’d begun to miss those times on the bus. Plus, 

the river was calling me home. There’s an ease of 
moving with a river that seems always to pull you 
back, though ultimately the water crisis brought me 
back to Georgia, and swept my brother along. The 
Apalachicola, Chattahoochee, and Flint rivers hold 
a powerful story about modern water dilemmas, 
and the characters best suited to tell it are not the 
politicians and lawyers pulling the strings from the 
state capitals. They are the people who live on the 
rivers.  

The Hooch is also our native river, and I knew 
that if we moved at the river’s pace, the people who 
know the watershed best would share their stories. 
We could make an honest film about adventure, 
culture, and a complex battle over water that is a 
harbinger for future global struggles over our most 
essential resource.

A fter our baptism at Smith Island Rapid we don’t cowboy anymore 
shoals. Our boat, the same old Wenonah camp canoe I’d paddled in 

2009, its thwart now rotted out, carries the two of us, all of our camera 
gear and equipment, for 30 days with barely four inches of freeboard to 
spare. We are not a stable vessel, so we keep a hard angle against the 
whitecaps cutting across north Georgia’s lake lanier, the root of the 
water crisis. 

The origins of the fight go back to 1950, when the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers proposed a dam in the worn-down Appalachian 
foothills near Gainesville, Ga. The project was designed to provide 
power and flood control, but, the feds imagined, it also would become 
a water resource for Atlanta’s growing population. When the Corps 
asked Atlanta mayor William Hartsfield to contribute to the project, 
his response was almost theatrical in its foreshadowing: “Certainly a 
city which is only one hundred miles below one of the greatest rainfall 
areas in the nation will never find itself in the position of a city like los 
Angeles.” 

And that’s the problem. Western river advocates have long battled 
thirsty, misplaced municipalities like los Angeles, which has all but 
drained the Owens River in eastern California, and intensive irrigation 
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There’s an ease of moving 
with a river that seems always 
to pull you back, though 
ultimately it was a story that 
brought me home to Georgia, 
and swept my brother along 

Low Country Blues: Passing another power station 
on the Apalachicola, Gulf Power’s Sholz plant. Photo by 
David Hanson.

Brothers David (left) and Michael 
Hanson in the Chattahoochee 
headwaters. Photo by Andrew Kornylak.
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that pulls so much water from the 
Colorado that it no longer reaches its 
natural mouth at the Sea of Cortez. East 
Coasters, with their weeklong spring 
rains, summer thunderstorms, and fall 
hurricanes have a hard time relating. 
Theirs is a saturated geography laced 
with streams, rivers, lakes, and aquifers. 

When Hartsfield turned down the 
Corps, Atlanta had a population of half 
a million. Now the greater metropolitan 
area is home to 5.5 million residents, all 
of whom rely on lake lanier and the 
Hooch, the smallest watershed for any 
major city in the country. When severe 
droughts roll on for years, as happened 
in the late 2000s, Atlanta hordes water 
in lake lanier. The reduced flows affect 
people and wildlife all the way to the 
river’s terminus in Apalachicola Bay, 427 
river miles below Atlanta, where the river’s 
freshwater influx creates one of the 
nation’s most productive (commercially 
and ecologically) fisheries and marine 
nurseries. 

Other than those few ornery 
landowners in the non-navigable 
Hooch headwaters, no one owns the 
Chattahoochee, Flint, or Apalachicola 
rivers. And unlike in the West, where 
water rights are strictly defined, 
landowners on the ACF are entitled to 
take a “reasonable amount” of water, 
leaving the rest to downstream users. The 
definition of “reasonable” in this context 
is about as murky as the Hooch after a 
heavy rain. Though no one can own the 
water, nearly everyone stakes a claim to it.

A fter a week together on the Hooch, 
Michael and I reach Atlanta. In order 

to trace the entire ACF Basin and collect 
a complete story, we must paddle both 
the Chattahoochee and the Flint River, 
which begins just south of downtown 
Atlanta, near Hartsfield International 
Airport. So Michael and I will split up for 
the next two weeks. He’ll stay on the 
Hooch, and I’ll paddle a parallel path on 
the Flint. We’ll reunite roughly 350 miles 
later, at lake Seminole on the Florida line. 

On a cold, sunny morning in early 
March, I watch from the Chattahoochee’s 
muddy bank as Michael lines his loaded 
canoe down the side of a river-wide 
concrete weir that collects water for the 
intake tunnels at the John J. McDonough 
steam-electric generating plant, a 
behemoth complex looming like a small 
city over the river. 

Michael will see plenty more of the 
same as he paddles solo along the 
Alabama-Georgia border, past cities 
and farms, coal-fired power plants and 
a nuclear reactor, all drawing water from 
the Hooch. He’ll also portage around nine 
dams that sit astride the river. 

T he Flint, perhaps because of its 
course through the rural, small-

town agricultural terrain of central and 
southwest Georgia, has rarely made 
headlines since the 1970s, when then-
Governor Jimmy Carter, a native of 
nearby Plains, Ga., fought to prevent the 
damming of the Flint River near Sprewell 
Bluffs. The plan was squashed and the 
Flint remains one of only 40 American 
rivers to flow freely for more than 200 
miles. Now the river faces the threat of 
overuse from Atlanta’s southeasterly 
suburban sprawl in its headwaters and 
intensive irrigation for the large peanut, 
soy, cotton, and corn farms in the lower 
Flint basin.

With a barbecue sandwich in one 
hand, my paddle in the other, and a High 
life between my feet, I slide, for the 
first time, into the slick brown current 
of the Flint below Griffin, Ga. Both the 
Chattahoochee and the Flint move 
over intermittent shoals toward the Fall 
line, the geologic divide where the 
rocky Piedmont plateau finally tapers 
out into the flat coastal plain. While the 
Chattahoochee tumbles over the Fall line 
in short Class Iv froth at Columbus, Ga., 
the Flint takes a longer path.

On the first day, I pick my way down 
the wide, shallow, moss-carpeted rocks of 
Flat Shoals. On Day Two, I squeeze down 
the cracks of a dozen unnamed ledges 

that cut like hardened scars through the 
time-softened canyon of Sprewell Bluff. 
I’m lucky. Recent rains have lifted the flow 
above the sharp rocks. For years, the Flint 
has been too thin even for canoes.

A few hours before dark, I near Yellow 
Jacket Shoals, where the river drops 
50 feet in less than a mile. I’m nervous, 
especially after dumping in the tamer 
Smith Island Rapid on the first day of the 
trip. 

Just above the shoals, Jim McDaniel 
waits at a boat ramp beside his rambling 
Flint River Outdoor Center. I tie up to a 
root bulging from the muddy bank, and 
McDaniel asks me where I’m heading. 
I tell him the Gulf of Mexico. He offers 
to feed me spaghetti and let me stay 
the night. I politely refuse, saying I might 
head on down and get past Yellow Jacket 
tonight. “What, you don’t like spaghetti?” 
he responds. McDaniel backs the golf 
cart down the ramp, hooks my bow with a 
rope, and drags the canoe, gear included, 
up a track covered in AstroTurf to dry land 
beside his lodge’s ample porch. 

After watching the local weather—a 
menacing red band of tornado-laced 
thunderstorms brushing over New 
Orleans and continuing eastward—
McDaniel tells me how he and his wife 
built the lodge, the bar, the liquor store, 
the Rv campground, and the canoe and 
raft guiding business over the last 30 
years. like most boaters, he flinches at 
the idea of dams plugging a free-flowing 
river, but he needs consistent river flows 
to keep his business alive. A dam on 
the upper Flint would provide that, so 
McDaniel has begrudgingly become an 
advocate of damming the river. I begin to 
understand the creep of helplessness the 
farther I go downriver. Does stubbornly 
protecting a free-flowing river matter if 
all that’s left to those downstream is an 
inconstant trickle? 

I tuck into my sleeping bag on 
McDaniel’s living room couch while his 
wife watches midnight Tv across the 
room. I think about Carter’s fight against 
the Flint dam in the ‘70s. It was not just 

Patricia hands us 
chunks of fried 
catfish on a bed of 
grease-darkened 
newspaper. She and 
John don’t plan on 
leaving Ocheesee. 
No one bothers 
them there.

home on the River: John Wallace 
sips coffee on his houseboat on the 
Apalachicola River at Ocheesee Landing, 
Florida. Photo by Michael Hanson.

Michael and David below the Buford Dam on the 
Chattahoochee. Photo by Andrew Kornylak.
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Faces of the River: The Apalachicola, Chattahoochee, and Flint 
rivers hold a powerful story about modern water dilemmas, and the 
people suited to tell it best are those who live on the rivers. Photos by 
David Hanson.

an aesthetic battle to save the natural river 
valley. Scientists also knew that evaporation 
from a reservoir’s vast surface area, 
especially during hot droughts, robs the 
overall system of its water. Unfortunately, 
few people outside of vocal organizations 
such as the Chattahoochee and Flint 
Riverkeepers are talking seriously about 
conservation and modernizing infrastructure 
in Atlanta’s leaky water system. Dams are 
the reflex solution, a Band-Aid to engineer 
more water from an overtaxed system. 
Through the open window, above the Tv din, 
I can barely make out the sound of the Flint, 
a slight rumble as it falls toward the coastal 
plain.

In the morning, I get through Yellow 
Jacket after an hour of conservative 
paddling down the bank-side sneaks and 
a few awkward drags between tight, bony 
chutes. Below the Fall line, the river enters 
a new world. Cypress trees dangle moss-
bearded branches over the banks. vines 
twist into chaotic, dark forests. The river 
seems to move faster without the shoal-pool 
routine of higher up. The rain-swollen flow 
pulls me around sharp bends, past logjams 
and long tongues of sand. 

The thunderstorms we’d watched on 
television the night before catch me just 
before dusk as I near the GA Road 137 
overpass, the only solid structure for 12 
river miles. I reach the bridge just as the rain 
turns sideways and lightning breaks the gray 
twilight. From my tent on a dry patch beside 
a graffitied, trash-strewn bridge rampart, I 
pour a whiskey and call Michael. He too is 
in the thick of the storm, hunkered under 
a campground shelter 50 miles west, near 
Columbus. I can hear the tornado sirens 
through the phone. Our dad has been 
relaying weather updates to us from home in 
Atlanta. He used to sit proudly in the stands 
at baseball games, cheering for his sons 
in the routine of a normal suburban family. 
Before our cell service cuts out, Michael 
and I laugh, wondering if our parents 
ever imagined their grown sons would be 
simultaneously huddled beside two separate 
rivers somewhere in the middle of a Georgia 
tornado. 

T he lower Flint River flows atop a Swiss-
cheese geology of porous limestone 

filled with layers of ancient aquifers. The 

murky sapphire water of the Floridian 
aquifer, which provides water to the state’s 
panhandle, emerges from the lowland forest 
throughout the lower Flint. When I spotted 
a stream of blue water dissolving into the 
Flint’s brown body, I turned the canoe and 
paddled up the narrow tributary, through 
swarms of mosquitos and beneath vines 
hanging like stiff clotheslines. When the 
trickle was too narrow to float my canoe, 
I left it and walked an ATv road to Miller 
Spring, a “blue hole” the size of an Olympic 
swimming pool. 

Again, I’ve entered a new world, this 
one defined by an underwater labyrinth 
of aquifers. Only occasionally, as at Miller 
Spring, does a surface-water tributary enter 
the Flint. The majority of the water now 
moves below ground. little is known about 
the hydrology of this area, but researchers 
at the nearby Jones Ecological Research 
Center are tracing the flows, trying to 
understand the connections between 
surface water and aquifer recharge. The 
hard science can hopefully inform EPA 
administrators as to when to declare drought 
in the basin. The farmers want to know, too. 
This is farm country, and farmers, better 
than any others in the watershed, know the 
importance of water.

Most everyone in Mitchell County knows 
everyone else. When I ask a man near the 
river if he knows any farmers I might talk to 
about water use he tells me that, as a matter 
of fact, a group of local farmers is meeting 
with the Georgia EPA the next day at the 
Stripling Irrigation Research Park. Then he 
offers to drive me there. 

At the meeting, more than two-dozen 
farmers of all ages sit in a conference room. 
After a lunch of cold-cut sandwiches, Gail 
Cowie of the Georgia EPA discusses a 
proposed aquifer recharge project. Cowie 
outlined a complex system of pipes and 
wells designed to divert river water into the 
aquifers during periods of high flow. During 
drought, water would be pumped out of 
these aquifer reservoirs for irrigation and to 
maintain healthy flows for sensitive aquatic 
species. The plan would alleviate the issue 
of evaporation from surface reservoirs, but 
would be extremely costly. There’s also a 
chance that minerals in the sub-surface 
aquifers could contaminate the stored river 
water. 

The farmers are polite, though clearly 
unimpressed. A young farmer asks haltingly 
if the plan is yet another expensive way to 
engineer more water out of thin air. A classic 
big city-small town dynamic takes shape 
in the room. The farmers work the land 
everyday. They read weather patterns and 
spend sleepless nights worrying about water. 
Many have begun using more efficient 
center-pivot irrigation systems. A couple 
farms in the lower Flint are participating 
in a project to measure soil moisture with 
high-tech sensors to more accurately gauge 
irrigation timing and duration, potentially 
saving millions of gallons of water. They 
seem skeptical of the big-city administrator 
using the majority of the water in the system. 

An older farmer in the back of the room 
voices what many seem to be thinking. 
“We’re talking a lot about changing practices 
here, but are we talking about changing 
policies up in Atlanta, too?” 

T he Apalachicola River immediately 
feels primitive. Within a mile from the 

Jim Woodruff Dam, the last impoundment 
in the ACF Basin, we spy a nine-foot gator 
sunning itself on a sandy bank. As we 
glide past, Michael and I now back in the 
same canoe, the old dinosaur thrashes 
violently into the flow. The brown surface 
swallows her and quickly smooths again to 
a deceptively innocent reflection of blue sky 
and fluffy clouds. 

People down here seem a little more 
wild too. At Ocheesee landing, a handful 
of homemade houseboats float in a giant 
eddy, thick ropes anchoring them to nearby 
oaks. John and Patricia Wallace recognize 
me from my first float down in 2009, when 
I’d tied up to their floating porch and shared 
a few beers. Now Patricia fries catfish on 
the porch. She hands the chunks to us on 
a bed of grease-darkened newspaper. She 
and John hunt deer and hog and catch 
fish, making occasional runs to the grocery 
store for beer, cornmeal, oil, water, and the 
odd vegetable. They don’t plan on leaving 
Ocheesee. No one bothers them there. 

The river’s up right now. Weekly 
thunderstorms throughout the watershed 
have ensured regular dam releases, so the 
Apalachicola slides silently into the cypress 
and tupelo swamps bordering its main 
channel. The whole place feels weighted 
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down beneath the heavy accumulation 
of so much water. Too soon we reach the 
marshes, the forests spreading away from 
the river like a curtain drawn back from a 
stage. The river is meeting the ocean and 
everything slows. 

We land on the broad, deserted white 
beach of St. vincent Island under blue 
skies and popcorn clouds. There’s not 
much to say; Michael and my combined 
and separate journeys are best left in our 
own heads for now. We toast each other 
with cheap whiskey and run into the Gulf of 
Mexico, letting the sea absorb us as it does 
the river. 

And that’s it. No more single direction 
to follow. No more gravitational pull. The 
river flows, bullheaded, into the ocean, as 
indifferent to us now as it was on Day One. 
Anyone who claims to own that water has 
obviously never spent much time moving 
with the stubborn, old-man river. 

We spend our last night camped beside 
a two-story-high pile of oyster shells at 
Buddy Ward Seafood’s 13 Mile oyster 
house. We wake before dawn and meet 
Kendall Schoelles at a small dock shrouded 
in marsh grasses. Schoelles grew up less 
than a mile from here, in a small house 

under the arrow-straight pines. His family 
has leased the same oyster beds since the 
late 1800s. We sit on the shell fragments 
and oyster patina of Schoelles’s long 
wooden skiff. He steers from the stern, 
inside a handmade wood box that acts 
as cockpit within reach of the outboard 
motor. I can barely make out Schoelles’s 
face through the box’s small rectangular 
opening. He looks past me into a gauzy 
darkness as he weaves between shallow 
oyster beds he knows by heart.

Schoelles is one of the last oystermen 
still working the Bay for Buddy Ward 
Seafood. These days, he packs a pistol. 
After years of reduced freshwater from 
the river, the oyster beds have been dying, 
preyed upon by saltwater-loving conch 
and bacteria that thrive without regular 
freshwater flushing. The oyster business 
has grown desperate in this federally 
designated fishery disaster area. Kendall 
occasionally interrupts poachers scraping 
bivalves, often the baby ones, from his 
leases. Schoelles is a soft-spoken, mild-
mannered guy who just wants to make a 
living from the water. The gun gives him a 
voice that matters out in the darkness of 
Apalachicola Bay.

Oysters don’t lie. They can only sit there 
and take what comes to them. Schoelles 
used to pull in 12 to 15 60-pound bags 
of oysters a day. Now he gets 10 or 11. 
Many of the few remaining oystermen on 
the Bay rake only three or four bags. This 
far downriver, there are few more honest 
indicators of a river system’s health than 
how many bags of oysters come out of the 
Bay. With all the dams and intake stations 
and perfectly manicured lawns upstream, 
we’ve all wrestled the river out of the ebb 
and flow of nature. For better or worse, we 
now own the water.

The Flint and Chattahoochee run 
parallel to one another, and they end up 
together, beneath Schoelles’s boat. Their 
water drips off the oyster tongs, soaking 
into the splintered wood floor beneath 
our feet. We rock on an easterly chop. 
“Nature does a pretty good job of keeping 
it balanced,” Schoelles says, sitting on the 
bow of his boat, culling oysters and tossing 
the small ones back into the water. If only 
we’d let it. 

End of the Line: Kendall Schoelles har-
vests oysters in Apalachicola Bay. Photo by 
Michael Hanson

Watch the documentary, “Who owns 

Water”, at canoekayak.com/waterwars


